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Abstract

quirements. On the other hand, it also bears many
risks that can be exploited by adversaries who misuse this powerful medium driven by various motivations. In this context, the issue of identity theft
has become a subject of great concern in the recent
years: Since password-based user authentication established on the Internet to grant users access to
security critical services, identity theft and fraud
attracted attackers [37]. Hence, phishing—a colloquial abbreviation of password fishing—has become
a prominent attack. Whereas classical phishing attacks primarily used rogue emails to lure unwary
users to faked web sites where they revealed personal information (e.g., passwords, credit card numbers, transaction numbers), current attacks have
become advanced in their number and technical sophistication [2, 16, 20]. This type of phishing does
not solely address the weaknesses of careless Internet users, but also exploits vulnerabilities of the
underlying computing platforms and takes advantage of legacy flaws of Internet technologies: Hostile profiling addresses specific email recipients to
more precisely mount classical phishing attacks [10],
pharming compromises DNS servers to resolve domain name requests to phishing sites [2], and malware phishing infiltrates customers’ computers to
log their password stroking using special malicious
programs [24].
The most dominant reason for the proliferation
of phishing attacks is that strong assumptions and
requirements are made on the ability of ordinary Internet users when accessing sensitive services (see,
e.g., [18]). Studies point out that ordinary Internet users often do not distinguish legitimate from
faked web sites and do not understand security indicators [31]. Thus, they are vulnerable to classical phishing attacks: To reliably authenticate a web
site, the user has to verify the domain name, ‘https’
in the URL, and the server certificate. However, ordinary Internet users are unfamiliar with the meaning of SSL. This is in particular true for common

Identity theft through phishing attacks has fostered
to a major concern of Internet users. Classical
phishing attacks aim at luring the user to a faked
web site to disclose personal information. Various
solutions have been proposed against this kind of attack. However, these solutions can hardly counter
the new generation of sophisticated malware phishing attacks designed to target certain services.
This paper aims at making the first steps towards
the design and implementation of an open source
and interoperable security architecture that prevents both classical and malware phishing attacks.
Our approach is based on the ideas of (i) the multicolored computing (e.g., red for the risky and green
for the trusted domain), and (ii) a trusted wallet
for storing credentials and authenticating sensitive
services. Our solution requires no special care from
users for identifying the right web sites while the
disclosure of credentials is strictly controlled.
We present the main idea of how to integrate
countermeasures against Phishing and malware into
one sound security architecture. Our approach establishes compartmented security for mounting isolated applications, provides a secure graphical user
interface to configure sensitive applications, and
performs secure booting to preserve the system integrity. We also give hints on how to implement this
architecture efficiently by utilizing trusted computing functionality and virtualization.

1

Introduction

The Internet and its underlying infrastructure
might constitute the most complex IT system ever
built. On the one hand, this huge platform offers
us many opportunities to access information, gain
knowledge and set up a variety of business models with sophisticated functional and security re1

phishing attacks, as most phishing sites may have
been exposed, if users had properly looked at the
presence of SSL.1
More dramatically, the rise of malware phishing
attacks is a strong evidence for the lack of appropriate and fundamental protection of common computing platforms in practice. The problem with malware phishing attacks is that they are specifically
designed to target certain service providers (e.g.,
domestic banks) providing tailored functionality to
obtain users’ credentials [2, 15, 24]. For this, these
phishing attacks fake , e.g., security indicators, imitate the browser’s (or any security-critical application’s) chrome or modify the system configuration.
Thus, malware phishing attacks likely circumvent
present phishing countermeasures and most antivirus products that generally support updates of
wide-spread threats.

An adversary must not gain access to the user’s
credentials. These credentials must be protected
against phishing attacks. This especially means
that credentials must only be given to authorized
sites. To prevent phishing attacks, our approach
relies on the following ideas: We let a trusted component, called trusted wallet, (i) authenticate legitimate service sites, and (ii) control the secret data
of the user’s identity including performing the user
authentication procedure on behalf of the user (see
Fig. 1). The trusted wallet acts as a web proxy
from the browser’s point of view. This allows the
system to be interoperable to existing web browsers.
The only action users need to perform is to initialize the wallet by storing sensitive data once.3 Since
the wallet performs the authentication on behalf of
the user and passes sensitive user data solely to approved service sites, an unintentional disclosure of
the user’s identity is prevented. This approach proContribution In this paper, we make the first tects only against classical phishing.
steps toward the design and implementation of a
security architecture with the property to counter
both classical and malware phishing attacks. We
propose a modular platform that is interoperable
to legacy operating systems and uses a trusted wallet to (i) store user’s credentials and (ii) authenticate the sensitive services as a proxy on behalf of
the user. Hence, it does not require specific skills
from users, e.g., to distinguish between real and
faked web sites by identifying security indicators.
To establish a secure execution environment for the
wallet, our implementation uses Trusted Computing functionality2 , and virtualization to efficiently
Figure 1: Illustration of the general idea.
reuse existing software, keeping the development
costs low. The novelty of the work is to present a
To protect the user also against malware phishconcrete solution idea that combines both aspects of
ing
attacks, we require a trusted execution environsecure operating systems using trusted computing
ment.
We accomplish this requirement by explorfunctionalities and secure wallet-based user authening
the
idea of trusted and untrusted compartments
tication applied to the problem of phishing attacks.
(multicolored
computing) relying on Trusted ComWhile this paper only describes the main concepts
puting
functionality
and virtualization technology.
of our approach, a future paper will describe the
The
latter
allows
for
an efficient implementation
architecture and its implementation in more detail.
and
usage
of
legacy
software.
The underlying seCurrently, we have implemented a prototype based
curity
kernel
provides
a
variety
of security properon the L4 microkernel and Linux.
ties, such as strong isolation of compartments facilitating controlled communication channels between
certain compartments and remote systems, and a
2 Basic Approach
secure user interface to enable the user to clearly
The main motivation behind our architecture is to distinguish between trusted and untrusted compartfulfill the following security objective:
ments.
Objective (Confidentiality of Credentials) Trusted Computing Support Trusted ComThe system must protect the user’s credentials puting (TC) provides security functionalities which
we use for secure booting and sealed storage. For
against any unauthorized access.

1 We analyzed several phishing sites and observed that
none of them was triggered over SSL (cf. [14]).
2 as specified by the Trusted Computing Group

3 To ensure that the user initially is not tricked by faked
(password) dialogs, we utilize a trusted Graphical User Interface (GUI).
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this, we deploy TC-enabled hardware that measures
the integrity of the BIOS boot code and enables
the operating system’s boot loader to establish a
secure booting sequence. TC allows to store an image of the current system configuration in a special
hardware component, the Trusted Platform Module (TPM).4 The TPM can encrypt data using a
key that never leaves the TPM. The decryption can
be bound to the system configuration stored in the
TPM at encryption time (sealing). Hence, the data
can only be decrypted if the computing platform
has the desired state defined as being trustworthy.
We use this functionality to securely store the user’s
credentials and to ensure that the wallet accesses
the storage only if the integrity of its inherent compartment is preserved.
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e.g., legitimate text, images and windows to deceive
the user. In this stage all the stolen identities are
gathered in a collection server. Phishers therefore
utilize various strategies, which we briefly introduce
in the following:
Classical phishing attacks have in common
that the divulgement of identitysid occurs on a remote phishing site. The phishing site imitates a
legitimate service provider and occasionally masquerades security and connection identifiers of the
browsing application (e.g., address bar). As mentioned in the introduction, classical phishing attacks presuppose that the user does not authenticate the malicious remote machine. To lure users to
spoofed sites, phishing mails containing obfuscated
links, cross site scripting (XSS) attacks, or DNSbased attacks are used to name a few. For more
details, see [1].

Model

3.1

Malware phishing attacks collect identitysid
on client side. Some variants of malware phishing
attacks alter local host’s files to resolve a false domain name and redirect users to faked sites. Advanced attacks capture the user’s input when a targeted service is requested, or mimic original login
sites. However, malware phishing attacks prerequisite that S has been corrupted; more precisely,
that weaknesses of the software layer have been exploited. To infiltrate S, phishers anticipate the latency time of unfixed exploits [41] or attach malicious programs to phishing mails (see [2]).

Terms and Notations

Principals are parties involved in the phishing
scenario. These are the user U who is interfaced
to a computer system S and the service provider’s
system P . We denote the phishing adversary as A
and say that A uses a set of collection servers, such
as a phishing site, to store and retrieve identities.

Channels are virtual abstractions of communication paths. We distinguish between secure and
insecure channels and denote a secure channel as
a communication of two principals, which is authentic, confidential, and of integrity. For example,
sendU →S is the unilateral channel that U uses to
3.3 Security Assumptions
send a message to S.
Identities are security sensitive information and Based on the diversity of current phishing attacks,
target of phishing attacks. We denote an identity we make the following assumptions on principles:
identitysid as the tuple (sid , cid , attrid ) where sid
Assumption 1 (Ordinary User) Let U be an
indicates a set of unique service provider identifiers
ordinary Internet user, i.e., potentially threatened
(e.g., domain name, server certificate), cid a set of
by phishing attacks, then we assume that U is uncredentials to get access to P , and attrid a set of
able to properly authenticate P according to sid .
attributes and claims specific to user and service
(e.g., age, address, credit card number). Creden- We already mentioned in the introduction that U
tials cid establish the claim that U is in possession of has to verify sid to reliably authenticate a web site
identitysid and are denoted as the tuple (uid , pwdid ), of P , i.e., the domain name, HTTPS in the URL,
whereas uid and pwdid are username and password. and the SSL server certificate. However, recent
studies [18, 31] point out that ordinary Internet
users are bad in distinguishing legitimate from faked
3.2 Phishing Attacks
web sites and do not understand indicators, which
The goal of phishing attacks is to obtain identitysid . signal trustworthiness. This is in particular true for
These attacks generally consist of two elementary phishing attacks, as most phishing sites may have
stages [1]: In the first stage, preliminary attacks been exposed, if users had properly looked at the
are launched to mount the actual illusion. In the presence5 of SSL. Therefore, chanU ↔S is assumed
second stage, illusion attacks are launched to mimic,
5 Note that phishers generally do not endeavor to deploy
and/or imitate SSL. We reviewed more than 10.000 phishing
sites [14] and remark that no site was protected by SSL.

4 Today,

several computer manufacturers already ship
their computer platforms equipped with a TPM chip.
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to be untrusted if U has to verify the authenticity Requirement 3 (Trusted Path) The input and
of P .
output of the application in S, in which the user
enters his credentials, must be protected from unauAssumption 2 (Honest Provider) Let P be a thorized access by other applications.
standard service provider, then we assume that P
The user must be sure about the integrity and
and its services are not corrupted.
authenticity of the application when he is going to
The service provider P fulfills all requirements to enter credentials. For instance, emulating password
protect his services; otherwise intruders were able input dialogs is a common attack of Trojan horse
to steal identities from the service provider’s data- programs. Thus, the user needs a way to invoke a
base. Moreover, services are resilient against web trusted path to security-critical input dialogs.
spoofing attacks [11], which provide adversaries to Requirement 4 (Robustness) Security-critical
completely display a faked web, i.e., we do not con- components of S should be robust against wrong
sider scenarios, where phishers may impersonate a configuration or setup.
service while U registers to P .
In the context of phishing attacks, we consider
Assumption 3 (Sound Browser) Let B be a average users who are not skilled regarding security
standard browsing application running on S, then indicators (e.g., SSL padlock icon). This holds espewe assume that the functionalities of B are imple- cially for the configuration of security-critical applications. Thus, any configuration or setup that the
mented correctly.
user must perform and which are needed to fulfill
Browser developers are responsible for the sound- the security objective must be easy to understand
ness of their software and features (e.g., Javascript), and robust against mistakes.
respectively. Nevertheless, if the application is vulnerable to, e.g., buffer overflow or format string at- Requirement 5 (Interoperability) The system
tacks, then the security platform only safeguards S should be interoperable to commodity services that
that the intruder gains no more information than third parties provide.
We do not make any requirements concerning the
given in the compartment.
service providers, i.e., the user’s system should not
presume adjustments and modifications of service
3.4 Requirements
infrastructures and software. Although this is not
To be able to provide the security objective, the a security-critical requirement, the issue is necessystem S has to fulfill the following requirements:
sary to give the system a realistic chance for being deployed and commercially used. Whenever
Requirement 1 (System Integrity) The in- changes to a system are demanded (e.g., attesting
tegrity of security-critical components in S is pre- the client’s system configuration), they should not
served.
require high costs for the provider and client. Otherwise, we believe that the system would not be
The system is incapable to provide protection
widely deployed.
mechanisms and meet the other security requirements if its critical components are infected by malicious programs. Therefore, these components must 4
Related Work
be isolated from non-critical components. Moreover, there must be means to prevent offline attacks, In this section, we discuss recent work on countere.g., when a different system is booted on the same acting phishing attacks and categorize them in prohardware device. Otherwise the initial system com- tection mechanisms addressing the browser, the opponents may be modified and integrity violations erating system, and the interaction of the user and
are not recognized. Thus, a weaker version of this the server. We also discuss wallet-based solutions,
requirement is to demand a verification of the in- which are tangential to our trusted wallet approach.
tegrity and to stop the execution of the system when Browser-based Countermeasures Methods of
an integrity violation has occurred.
this class support unwary users to identify faked
web sites and/or not to reveal their credentials.
Requirement 2 (Isolation) The code and data
In [5] a heuristic check of web sites is proposed. Acof applications in S have to be protected during runcording to user-defined thresholds, several iterative
time and when it is persistently stored.
checks are performed to disclose a site’s identity.
Malicious processes must not be able to access the The shortcomings of this approach are false posiinternal state or the persistently stored state of tives: If the phisher knows how web sites are analyzed, he can modify phishing sites to circumvent
other processes.
4

the corresponding checks. Less advanced heuristics deploy whitelisting and respectively blacklisting approaches, recently adapted by prominent web
browser vendors (e.g., [13]). There has also been
work on fixing flaws of the browser chrome, as
some phishing attacks deceive the user from correctly identifying a web site: The authors in [39]
propose to render boundaries of browsers’ dialogs
according to their origin in different colors blinking
synchronized to a reference window. In [1, 7], the
authors propose to personalize the chrome. Some
research was also made to display SSL with respect
to the diligence and capabilities of average Internet users: In [40], the author proposes to color the
address bar depending on certificates’ trustworthiness according to policies of traffic lights. Moreover,
the authors in [19] propose the deployment of logotype certificates and display logotypes (e.g., brand
marks) in tamper-resistant regions of the browser
chrome. The provision of an interface transparent
to users is essential, since a basic methodology of
phishing attacks is to fake relevant connection and
security indicators of browsers to hide the illicit origin of phishing sites.
However, these approaches do not achieve our security objective. In particular, these approaches do
not fulfill requirements 2 and 3: Malware phishing
attacks are able to alter the chrome and security
indicators respectively, as no integrity check of content and programs is provided in general.
Wallet-based Solutions In [38], the authors introduce a web wallet, which distinguishes between
input of sensitive data and service usage by strictly
deactivating login forms in the browser. The user
has to press a special security key whenever he
wants to enter sensitive data. The web wallet verifies the security properties of the web site and asks
the user to explicitly choose the destination site
for the sensitive data from a list. The list contains apart from the current site also sites for which
an identity has been previously stored. The wallet passes sensitive data to the chosen site. Also
[18] discusses a single-click approach storing passwords in a wallet that may be cryptographically
protected by keys saved on hardware tokens. To
defend against malicious content (which the author
considers as the main reason of transporting malware through web browsers), he proposes a browser
sandbox model, in which unapproved web objects
(e.g., unsigned content) are strictly blocked.
Although these approaches reduce the risk of classical phishing attacks, they do not prevent attacks
that fake the user interface of the wallet and thus do
not meet requirement 3. Moreover, the authors do
not provide any means to prevent malware phishing
attacks and thus do not meet requirement 1.

Operating System Approaches Lampson [22,
23] proposed a security architecture for ordinary
computing and ordinary users based on two colors:
A red one to perform potentially untrusted tasks
(e.g., downloads, adding plugins to browsers from
untrustworthy sources), and a green one to perform
security-critical tasks (e.g., online banking, taxes).
Secure graphical user interfaces enable the user to
clearly identify the application he intends to send
input to. Moreover, the input and output channels of different applications can be isolated and,
hence, this provides a protection against malware
trying to eavesdrop data, e.g., keyloggers. Epstein
[8] provides a policy for labeling windows, showing
the security level of the corresponding application.
This is accomplished by Trusted X [9], a special X11
window system that enforces the labeling and provides isolation between different security domains.
More recently, GUI security was also considered by
[33], which is related to the EROS operating system
in special. In [12], a framebuffer-based secure GUI
server is presented. This allows a more generic application of this technique, since not all operating
systems use an X11 like window system.
Other work is related to integrity preservation
and verification, which can be used to prevent malware attacks in general. AEGIS [3] performs an integrity check during the boot process of the whole
operating system. It protects the integrity reference
values by building a chain of trust and protecting
the root reference value by special hardware [36].
The authors of [26] show how to use a TPM to implement this approach. The upcoming release of
Microsoft Windows “Vista” [27] will also provide a
similar approach by encrypting the entire system
and binding the encryption key to the boot stack,
thus ensuring that system files are unmodified.
Protecting the Interaction of User and
Server Work in this category elaborates new approaches on the level of user-friendly security protocols: In [21], the authors propose an oblivious
transfer protocol to conjunct password-based mutual authentication and images, i.e., passwords consist of a sequence of images, which are visual shared
secrets. The authors in [28] propose the notion of
SSL session awareness and augment SSL to couple
users’ passwords (or any credentials) to SSL sessions. As a result, servers are able to thwart Manin-the-Middle attacks, as passwords contain information about actually involved parties. Another
extension of the SSL handshake is introduced in
[29], where a trusted device (e.g., mobile device)
instead of the web browser is used to automatically
verify a web site’s authenticity.
These approaches are appropriate to combat classical phishing attacks, where the user discloses cre5

dentials on a remote system. Nevertheless, they do
not fulfill requirements 2 and 3, and thus do not
protect against malware phishing attacks. These
attacks may latch onto the SSL layer and manipulate the communication. That is also true for mobile
devices (see e.g., [6]), which do not provide a secure
architecture.
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work proxy for the browser B in order to transparently encapsulate the mutual authentication between user U and provider P .
5.1.1

The web browser B provides the user U to use web
services. However, connection requests for services
that require authentication are redirected to W .
The only action of the user U we presume is entering
credentials into W instead of B. W configures B
such that access to these services is redirected to the
proxy. This functionality is supported by common
web browsers. Hence, B forwards the connection
request to W using the channel use serviceB↔W ,
if a user authentication is required. After W has
performed the mutual authentication, the user can
use the service within B.

Architecture

In this section, we present our security architecture
to prohibit identity theft through phishing attacks.
We describe the static structure and the dynamic
behavior of our architecture along one major use
case. We first consider in Section 5.1 a pragmatic
approach, where we assume that the underlying
computing platform used for a wallet-based solution
is an off-the-shelf operating system. We describe a
generic architecture based on this and show that the
security properties this system provides are insufficient against current phishing attacks. Second, we
show in Section 5.2 how the security properties can
be achieved by an efficient secure operating system
design and Trusted Computing functionality.

5.1

Web Browser

5.1.2

Proxy Wallet

The Proxy Wallet W provides a configuration dialog
(channel authenticateU →W [sid , uid , pwdid ]) allowing the user to enter credentials cid := (uid , pwdid )
belonging to the service identified by sid . Since W
should perform the mutual authentication automatically, the user has to enter the sensitive information
before they are used to authenticate a session.
When the browser B requests a connection to
the service site sid , W actually establishes the connection to the service provider’s system P and authenticates P based on a verification of a SSL/TLS
certificate (more precisely, the certificate’s fingerprint). Note that typically the user has to verify the result of the verification, while in our architecture this is done by W . If the site is not
legitimate, W aborts the connection and displays
an eye-catching error message. Only if the service site is legitimate, W transfers the corresponding credentials to P by using the secure channel
authenticateW →P [uid , pwdid ]. If the login data are
correct, P returns an authenticated session denoted
by using the channel use serviceP ↔W , which is forwarded by W to the web browser B. The user U
may now use the service as usual.

Wallet-based Solution

Despite the fact that an honest web browser may
be applied, the user may be cheated to request a
faked web site. Moreover, he may be tricked to disclose credentials, if he does not closely verify the
authenticity of the site. To counteract this type
of identity theft, we argue that the user’s system
should be responsible for authenticating the service
provider and perform the user authentication on legitimate service sites. Based on this, we propose to
utilize the following wallet-based architecture:

5.1.3

Figure 2: Architecture of the wallet-based Solution.

Security Analysis (Sketch)

Based on the assumptions made about the web
browser and Proxy Wallet, we argue that the proThe architecture basically consists of two mod- posed architecture ensures that the user’s credenules (see Figure 2): A standard web browser B to tials only are transferred to legitimate sites and
access the services of provider P , and a Proxy Wal- hence protects against classical phishing attacks.
let W to store credentials cid , identify legitimate To lure the user U to a faked site sf
id , two cases
service sites, and perform the user authentication. are possible:
We assume that the user enters security-sensitive
In the first case, the user U is tricked to request
data only into W . Then W acts as a local net- a faked site because of being cheated by an obfus6

cated URL (e.g., in a phishing mail). The attack is attack. In the following, we are going to consider
detected because W was invoked with an unknown the most important and well-known shortcomings:
service identifier sf
id 6= sid and hence does not au• No trusted path: Since legacy operating systhenticate U . Moreover, Proxy Wallet locks the lotems lack support of a secure user interface progin forms. As the user U typically does not have
viding a trusted path, malicious applications
to type in the credentials cid to get access to sid ,
may access the authentication data when users
the authentication request therefore attracts his atenter them into W .
tention. Since we assumed that users enter critical
data only into the wallet, the user’s identity is not
• No application authentication: Since any applidisclosed.
cation may claim to be another one, users are
In the second case, the DNS server used by U
unable to authenticate applications, and malihas been manipulated to resolve legitimate domain
cious programs (e.g., Trojan horses) may denames to IP addresses of phishing sites. Although
ceive users to reveal sensitive data to dishonest
the locally used domain name is correct and B inapplications.
vokes W to perform the user authentication, the
• No isolation: Since applications are not proattack is detected because W fails to authenticate
tected from each other, a malicious application
the site on the basis of server certificates by commay access the configuration data of W .
paring the fingerprints. However, the comparison
• No secure boot: An adversary could manipuis only feasible, if an SSL-protected connection has
late the binary of W or the operating system
been established. In the case of unprotected connecto mount malicious functions.
tions, we may not reliably verify the server’s iden• Insecure browser: An adversary may use
tity. But note that in this case, the service provider
scripting and browser plugins to manipulate
P does not intend to provide a secure channel and
the behavior of B.
thus identity theft could occur at any node of the
Internet.
Since we do not expect that the security of the
off-the-shelf operating systems will significantly improve in the future, the following subsection 5.2 de5.1.4 Discussion of Assumptions
scribes a security architecture providing a trustworThe assumption that the user enters security- thy computing base for the Proxy Wallet with recritical data only into the Proxy Wallet is in prac- spect to reuse of present components.
tice more realistic and thus weaker than the assumption that the user always correctly verifies the
result of the certificate verification. For unskilled 5.2 Secure Platform for the Wallet
users regarding security issues, cryptographic cer- We now show how the security requirements can
tificates have a rather complex meaning, whereas actually be realized. The wallet-based architecture
the identification of a clear-cut wallet interface is therefore slightly modified, and we introduce a
should be much easier. If we additionally assume secure computing platform as execution environthat applications behave honestly and do not lie ment. This follows the approach of red/green comabout their identity, they will provide an authen- puting [23] by dividing the system into trusted and
tic user interface and will not manipulate the user untrusted parts6 as shown in Figure 3 and 4.
interface of other applications. Thus, the user will
have a trusted path to them. As a very pragmatic Handling Insecure Browsers Since users tend
solution, we therefore expect that an implementa- to install additional software (plugins) into their
tion of the Proxy Wallet based on existing operat- web browsers, probably originating from an uning systems, such as Linux or Microsoft Windows, trustworthy source, we assume that manually inmight prevent most of current classical phishing at- stalled software may be infected by malware and
tacks. This assumption is reasonable because these thus be dishonest. For using security-sensitive serattacks do not impact the integrity of S. Classical vices, such as online banking, this is a critical issue.
phishing attacks do not change or modify system Therefore, we additionally use a trusted browser
components; instead they relay the communication T B. The trusted browser is a zero-footprint version
of a standard web browser, i.e., any modifications,
channel to a remote system.
6 Although a division into only two domains, trusted and
However, the experience has shown that a new
untrusted,
may not be generally adequate, this distinction
form of sophisticated malware phishing attacks can
will suffice for the phishing scenario. For real application
be mounted bypassing theses security mechanisms. scenarios, additional distinct domains may be possible, e.g.,
In practice, legacy operating systems do not provide one for gaming and one for office work. But this requires
the desired security properties against this type of more elaborated access policies and will be future work.
7

Figure 3: Logical view of the architecture with untrusted components (colored in white).

such as installing plugins, are disallowed. We use
T B then to access security-sensitive services that
require an authentication of the user.
We modify the wallet-based architecture in the
following way (cf. Figure 3): Only the trusted
browser T B is authorized to call W and to connect to the service site. Communication channels
between an untrusted browser B and W are forbidden. B provides the user a way to use services that
do not require an authentication. Modifications of
B are allowed, e.g., the user can add extra functionality. Thus, malware may infect B and establish a
(covered) connection to adversary A, i.e., a collection server, denoted by the channels sendU ↔B and
sendB↔A . The channels transfer arbitrary data and
the user is not able to identify the endpoint of this
communication.

on the currently used channel by the user, the input
data is only passed to the corresponding compartment and vice versa for the output. Each compartment is visually labeled to enable the user to authenticate the currently displayed application. The
SecureGUI provides each compartment an isolated
framebuffer for drawing GUI elements. There is a
reserved area solely controlled by the SecureGUI to
display the compartment label and its color. This
realization is similar to the one described in [12].
System Integrity Isolation confines malicious
modifications to compartment boundaries and thus
can help to preserve the system integrity. However,
the system behavior changes if the compartment
is infected. Best practice is to verify the integrity
of components before they are executed. Integrity
verification relies on the comparison of current component properties to reference values. The security
of integrity verification thus relies on the integrity
of the reference values. We use Trusted Computing
functionality to protect the initial reference value
and establish a secure boot process. During this
process, the integrity of all relevant system components, i.e., the trusted computing base (TCB),
is measured and the measurement result is stored
within the TPM. The concepts of this are borrowed
from [26, 36].
We briefly describe the secure boot process: The
bootloader is bound to the system configuration of
the hardware, i.e., the BIOS; the bootloader loads
the basic modules of the security kernel and checks
their integrity. This includes a special component
we call Compartment Manager. The Compartment
Manager loads the remaining compartments and
measures their integrity. The Compartment Manager uses the measurements to authenticate trusted
and untrusted compartments. The compartment
authentication allows for us to control the communication through channels as well as to create the
corresponding labeling for the SecureGUI.

Providing Isolation To protect the different
components and to prevent unintentional communication, we have to isolate the processes and only allow controlled communication channels. We therefore execute each component in a different compartment. There can be trusted and untrusted compartments. W is executed in a trusted compartment,
whereas the untrusted browser is executed in an untrusted compartment. To efficiently realize the isolation through compartments, we use virtualization
[4, 17]. This means, we can execute off-the-shelf applications and their corresponding operating system
in a compartment. This allows for us to reuse existing software meeting requirement 5 and minimizes
development and maintenance costs.

Realizing a Trusted Path The user U must
be able to clearly authenticate the application currently interacting with, especially when entering
secret credentials in W . Thus, U must be able
to distinguish between the different compartments.
Moreover, communication channels between the
user and trusted compartments must be secure, i.e.,
a trusted path. Therefore, we use the concept of a
Secure GUI : There is one trusted component solely Sealing Secret Data To protect the confidencontrolling the input and output to the user, i.e., tiality of credentials, we use the sealing functionalkeyboard/mouse events and the screen. Depending ity and bind secret data to the configuration of W
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and the TCB. This means, the credentials are encrypted using a key that is protected by the TPM,
and the decryption is only possible if the state of W
and the TCB are the same as at encryption time.
Moreover, before W uses the data to perform an authentication, it verifies the properties of T B by using the information provided by the Compartment
Manager. Only if T B is unmodified, W will pass
the secret data to the corresponding service site and
establish a proxy connection to T B.

1) There are two possible cases: In the first case,
an attacker may try to modify a channel directly,
e.g., to eavesdrop data the user enters into W . However, the SecureGUI controls the input and output,
and only the currently displayed compartment receives the user’s input. This means, malware running in a compartment cannot obtain data the user
enters into another compartment. In the second
case, a malicious compartment can try to indirectly
change the channel by faking the user interface of
a trusted compartment. For instance, an attacker
may try to emulate the user interface of W to deceive the user to enter her credentials in the channel
sendU →B . The SecureGUI though provides a visual
labeling of each compartment, and the user can definitely identify the current communication channel.
This prevents the user from entering data into a
compartment that claims to be a different one.
2) Malware may try to change the channels between compartments in order to eavesdrop sensitive
data. However, the isolation mechanism confines
changes to compartment boundaries. Any modification resulting from malware is restricted to that
compartment the malware is running in. Hence,
only the communication channels for this compartment can be changed. Since the Compartment
Manager measures and authenticates each compartment, the channels for trusted compartments cannot be changed. If the integrity of the trusted components is preserved, their channels are trusted, i.e.,
authentic, confidential, and have integrity.

Figure 4: Layered view of the architecture showing
untrusted (red) and trusted (green) compartments.
The hardware is TC-enabled, e.g., by a TPM.

Figure 4 shows the layers of our security architecture. The secure computing platform is realized
by the security kernel and hardware that provides
Trusted Computing support. We divide the security kernel into two further layers: The Hypervisor
Layer is responsible for the actual virtualization
3) An attacker may try to modify a specific comof hardware resources, whereas the Trusted Softpartment, such as W . There are two possible cases:
ware Layer comprises the security services that are
If the attack is mounted while the system is runneeded to fulfill the security requirements.
ning, the isolation mechanism prevents a modification across compartment boundaries. Although
5.2.1 Security Analysis (Sketch)
modifications are allowed in the untrusted compartWe have already argued that the wallet-based ment, they cannot affect the trusted compartments.
approach protects against classical phishing at- If, in the second case, an adversary can mount an
tacks. We argue next that our proposed computing offline attack, i.e., when the system is not running,
platform provides a secure execution environment the secure boot process will detect a modification at
to also protect against malware phishing attacks. next start-up. Since the user’s credentials are sealed
These attacks try to modify the intended system to a specific platform configuration (hardware and
behavior. They can be classified regarding the tar- software), they cannot be unsealed and thus cannot
be accessed after a malicious modification.
get of modification:
1. Modification of channels from the user to the
4) The integrity of the trusted components is versystem compartments.
ified during the secure boot process. If the underly2. Modification of channels between compart- ing security kernel is maliciously manipulated, the
integrity measurement results in the TPM will also
ments.
change. Because the measurement will differ from
3. Modification of a compartment itself.
the one at sealing time, the user’s credentials can4. Modification of components of the underlying not be unsealed. Thus, the secret data cannot be
security kernel.
accessed and their confidentiality is preserved.
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6

Implementation

vice sites if their login forms differ. But once such
a standardization exists, the implementation of the
The implementation of our prototype is basically an Proxy Wallet will be easily made compatible.
instance of the PERSEUS secure platform architecture [30]. We use an IA32 based system equipped
with a TPM [34] to enable Trusted Computing
functionalities. We use the bootloader Trusted
GRUB [35] to establish a secure booting process.
The implementation of the Hypervisor Layer is
based on an L4 microkernel [25], which provides isolation of processes and controls inter-process communication (IPC). IPC is used to realize the communication channels between compartments. The
Trusted Software Layer is implemented by native
L4 applications, which provide the properties of the
secure platform. To reuse existing software, we realized the compartments with L4Linux [17], i.e., a
para-virtualized7 Linux system. We used Linux for
our prototype implementation because it is open Figure 5: Screenshot, showing compartments differsource software and can be easily modified, which is ently marked by the SecureGUI.
currently necessary for the virtualization. However,
an implementation based on the Windows operating system would also be possible in principle.
Within an L4Linux compartment, ordinary Linux
applications can be executed without modification.
Our web browser is a standard Firefox browser.
Conclusion and Outlook
The Trusted Browser compartment is realized by 7
using a stripped down Linux system running a zerofootprint version of Firefox. In the first version of We have presented the main idea of a security archithe prototype, the Proxy Wallet compartment is tecture to protect against different types of phishalso a stripped down Linux system running a proxy ing attacks. The solution we propose is based on
application. However, the Proxy Wallet may later the concept of trusted wallets. It particularly conbe an application running natively on L4. Thus, siders the average skilled users, who are the main
the Proxy Wallet can be seen as another applica- victims of phishing attacks. If the wallet is executed
tion program on a PC, but it is protected by the on a secure platform, malware phishing attacks can
virtualization and strong isolation capability of the be prevented as well. We have shown how to effiunderlying security kernel. This is the major dif- ciently implement such a secure platform based on
ference to existing wallet approaches, which usually Trusted Computing and virtualization technology.
integrate the wallet in the browser.
The latter enables us to reuse existing software and
In order to perform the user authentication using keep development costs low.
the user’s credentials, the Proxy Wallet has to exThe security architecture can also be impleamine the HTTP content of the requested service mented on top of a different hypervisor (e.g.,
sites for login form data. It does not need to exam- Xen [4]). Upcoming processor architectures will
ine the whole network traffic, since the login process provide better support of virtualization, enabling
is indirectly triggered by the request of the Trusted the hypervisor to run unmodified guest operating
Browser. Thus, the Proxy Wallet “knows” when it systems, such as Windows. To overcome update
has to scan for login data, since the login sites are problems due to the binary attestation of the sysusually the first sent by the service provider. Due tem configuration, we will work on the integration
to the implementation of the Proxy Wallet within of property-based attestation [32] within the ina stripped down Linux compartment we can easily tegrity measurement. Currently, we are working on
reuse existing open-source form data scanning en- a user study to evaluate the usability of our apgines. However, since there is still a lack of a stan- proach and our prototype implementation. Moredardization for login form data, the implementation over, to store additional attributes (e.g., age, adof the Proxy Wallet has to be adjusted to new ser- dress), which are also identity-related, future work
will investigate how to automatically handle such
identity claims requested by arbitrary services.

7 The guest operating system kernel has to be modified to
redirect hardware-critical functions calls to the hypervisor.
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